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Hot talk in Central Australia
Stuart Grant
Certainly, if nothing else, Triple Alice effectively asks one question: what happens when
you put 25 artists, writers, academics, performers, scientists, painters, historians, bureaucrats,
media artists, cooks, poets, installationists, technicians, and anthropologists, from Australia’s
capital cities, New York, Rome, Alice Springs,
Northern Territory Aboriginal settlements and
various universities, onto a once deserted cattle
station converted into a youth camp about 100
km northwest of Alice Springs, in the shadow of
a couple of aeroplanes flying into a couple of
buildings on the other side of the world, in the
third of a series of annual get-togethers, with a
brief to work with the place and each other?
According to creative director Tess de
Quincey, you get “a fertile bed of cross-cultural,
interdisciplinary practice from both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous traditions in relation to the
Central heartland of Australia (which) embodies
a sustained commitment by a core group of
artists to uncover a new cultural practice.”
According to diverse past attendees, you get
anything from a living topoanalysis to a potential
Jonestown massacre.
According to this critic you get a boggling
agglomeration of brilliance, dross, courage, dishonesty, commitment, well-meaningfulness, triumph, sadness and ignorance, all served up as a
feast of dialogic art and thinking in the form of
conversations. Conversations between the participants; between the participants and the
place; between disciplines; between Triple
Alices 1, 2 and 3; between cultures; between
conflicting histories; between shock and habit.
Conversations crackling through the hot Central
Australian days, evening thunderstorms and cold
nights; sustained by the forces holding grains of
sand together and pushing the MacDonnell
Ranges, in whose shadow this event unfolded,
up out of the plain, and dribbling through a
7200 kbps internet connection.
A facile cynicism could easily dismiss the
whole affair as a case of what Edward Casey
characterises as “being transported to wilderness areas in vans and planes in the expectation
that experiences in these areas will somehow
redeem and redress our technologically overwrought (and philosophically underthought)
lives” (Getting Back into Place, Bloomington:
Indiana UP, 1993).

A more generous reading might find a
bunch of transplanted artists trying out what
happens when they do their work at a youth
camp in Central Australia.
Or is there something else?
Structurally, the plan is simple. It is the third
of 3 comings-together of 3 interlocked laboratories: a Bodyweather laboratory [the environmentally responsive performance methodology
derived and developed by De Quincey from Min
Tanaka, Eds], an artists’ laboratory, and a writers’ laboratory, all pouring into and drawing
from a central shared well of exchange and collaboration. A cursory diagnosis reveals a glaring
triadomania, but a closer examination shows just
how much stuff can get made, pushed, pulled
and drawn together and apart, arranged, dismantled and in-formed in 3 weeks:
1. Michael Schiavello places a subvertisement, a
billboard bearing the message “advertise here”,
on the side of a hill where no-one is ever likely
to see it, and makes a video surveying the full
360 degree panorama of the scrubby landscape,
ending with the billboard.
2. A group of Bodyweather practitioners compiles a performed “dictionary of atmospheres” of
the place, in a process of concentrated
indwellings.
3. Kim Kerze finds old rusted metal objects, the
scant debris of Western inhabitation of the
place, which have, he asserts, in their colours,
shapes and decay, been claimed by or made part
of the land, and uses them to make eerie monolithic sculptures accompanied by odd electronic
noises. Exercises in strangeness.
4. Peter Fraser, Peter Snow, Tess de Quincey
and Lynne Santos perform a series of 3-5 minute
improvisations which conjure up embodiments
of ghosts dwelling in and around the historic
National Trust listed buildings of the old station.
5. Victoria Hunt snuggles into a clump of rocks
in a dried up riverbed in a co-inhabitation with a
death adder.
6. Keith Armstrong and Richard Manner mount
an installation and performance site at a fork in a
dried up riverbed, used for 3 large multimedia
performances.
7. Fifteen people, descended variously from
European, Aboriginal and Asian races, collaborate
on a large painting in the style of Aboriginal place
painting, telling the story of a group of women
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walking to their traditional homeland. The
Aboriginal women also dance the same walk.
8. Tess de Quincey rolls a large boulder into the
dried up riverbed, smashing it onto the rocks
below.
9. Academics Edward Scheer, Kerrie Schaefer
and Jane Goodall lead walks and workshops
exploring various aspects of Place and
Performance.
10. I chase it around, trying to write it all down.
11. Installationists Julia White and Anne Mosey
sustain a week-long domestic inhabitation of a
small pump hut, painting gum leaves, festooning
tinsel, arranging and rearranging objects in the
hut.
12. Historian Dick Kimber, ethnobotanist Peter
Latts and anthropologist Scott Campbell Smith
tell campfire stories about the past and present
of the place, and their experiences in it.
Each of these not quite randomly selected
samples from the hundreds of projects, works,
discussions, thoughts, encounters, problems,
adventures and inquiries shares one specific significant structural feature. They, and most of the
other work emerging from Triple Alice, are all
instances of a 2-way mutual interrogation of
emplacement. What happens when I do this
with that person here? How is the place

revealed, changed, enhanced, damaged; and
how am I affected by the encounter? What is
produced?
This sort of question and answer with the
place was conducted at times with great delicacy, at times with fear, brutality, naiveté, at times
with pigidiot dumbheaded stupidity, and at
times with refined finesse.
However, irrespective of the various skills
and sensibilities of the participants, what did
emerge with certainty from Triple Alice was a
commitment to the inquiry, to the
experience/experiment, in a 3 week long
embodied/emplaced ethos.
And the worth of that is another question
altogether.

Triple Alice 3, interdisciplinary forum &
laboratory, Central Desert, Sept 17-Oct 7,
www.triplealice.net
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Adelaide Fringe: a make/see festival
Noel Purdon
With the mainstream Adelaide Festival, like
Ophelia, now celebrated with maimed rites, it is
left to Katrina Sedgwick’s dynamic Fringe festival
to restore the full ceremony. One of the most innovative sections is in film and digital media, curated
by documentary filmmaker Heather Croall.
Drawing on 3 main sources—Mirrorball, DigiDocs and Flicker—around which workshops and
forums converge, she has signalled her energetic
presentation in its overall title. Shooting from the
Hip takes its ammunition from the old and the
new, the analogue and the digital. So it is not surprising to see as much attention given to the
revival of Super-8 film as to the coolest cuts of
band-bites for Fat Boy Slim.
Born 7 years ago from the Edinburgh Festival,
Mirrorball now glitters as the highlight of music
video. With Spike Jonze’s success and international
commissions, it has encouraged young directors to
move from promos to features. I must admit immediately to having some reservations about its links
with consumerist capitalism and throwaway gloss.
Chris Cunningham is typical. Having worked on
special effects with Clive Barker and Stanley
Kubrick, he decided to “switch from using one

side of (my) head to the other.” Simply translated,
this appears to mean that he would allow sound to
lead him towards whatever visuals appeared, to let
the library of sound in his head grow into the
cacophony of visual noise that pollutes Times
Square, Shinjuku and the Pompidou Centre. (It’s
no accident that most of Mirrorball’s commissioners are French and Japanese.) At its worst, his productions are adolescent tantrums of screaming violence. They work in short grabs, but the longer
they rage the more intolerable and indecipherable
they become. Nor do they always correspond to
his intentions. Any critic ought to be suspicious of
an artist who can come out with statements such
as, “It’s only something that people pick up on,
y’know what I mean?”
Cunningham shows one of the dangers of
crawling into bed with the ad industry. His best
and latest work has started to confront the dilemma. Hired to use marching cheerleaders, for example, he gradually and spitefully (his word) takes it
over the top until the product and the spuriously
sexist method of marketing become parodies.
There is an even greater sense of the No
Logo approach in the work of Michel Gondry.

Both visionary and aesthete, he plays with altering the horizontal and vertical planes of the
‘box’ into which he turns the frame. An entire
apartment block becomes both a cross-section
of urban life and a dislocated Rear Window. His
palindromes approach brilliance. A splitscreen
of 2 girls performing the same actions is in near
perfect synch, except that one is moving forward in time and the other backward. Like a verbal palindrome, it can be read either right to left
or vice-versa. As features such as Run, Lola, Run
and Memento have demonstrated, this kind of
experimentation is vital to the development of
the cinematic apparatus. Gondrys’ masterwork
is a clip in which a book starts printing itself as
it’s read, and then erases itself and its readers
back to a forest.
Mike Mills shares Gondry’s love of graphic
design, especially comic strips. In his cut ups,
balloons issue from dogs’ faces and Sexy Boy
is a giant monkey. “He’s great!” the dogs
affirm. Hating banal band promos, Mills hijacks
bad commercials to overload their kitsch component. If he thinks a song is pretentious he
‘perverts’ it. He has literally turned several boy

bands into dolls, for example. Either the promoters don’t get it or they laugh all the way to
the bank.
The Flicker component from LA perhaps
requires a context unfamiliar to ad watchers.
Super-8 shooting depends on either an immaculate eye for the long take, or editing the delicate little strips with skills usually possessed
only by brain surgeons. Because the stock
comes unstriped for sound, it is often associated either with home movies, on the spot
footage, or fill-ins required by television
researchers on programs showing the biography of a figure like JFK. But in the hands of
Stan Brakhage and Jonas Mekas the medium
has been a constant reminder that such
footage is always the history of nations. Flicker
founder Norwood Cheek, shows how much
this inheritance has been continuous since the
60s. He will be providing hands-on workshops
in Super-8, a medium easily crushed by hightech advertisers, but abjectly sought by those
same clients when they need it, in the name of
‘home movies’ and, therefore, actuality.
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